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^3INCE Biblical times fishing has been oneofman's favourite

f^ pleasures. There seems to be something restful yet

stimulating in this sport that has held the interest of people in

all walks of life. Perhaps it's the fact that a fish doesn't know
or care whether the other end of the line is held by a barefooted

boy or a business executive that gives the extra something to

the art, but in any event at both ends of this scale you'll find

ardent, and really ardent, fishermen.

Canada offers just about every type of fishing one could

desire from deep sea monsters off the coasts to flashing little

trout in the smallest streams. [This booklet is principally

intended to aid the uninitiated to distinguish between the

different types of game fish found in our inland waters and

coastal rivers along with a few helpful hints that may make
the pursuit more enjoyable.

Good fishing does not mean killing the greatest possible

number of fish or catching the legal limit.

The development of skill in Angling and the healthful

recreation it affords, should be realized in the light of their

true values. The thing that counts is the sport of the game

—

not the kill.

With the increased interest in fishing developed in recent

years and good fishing made easily available by modern

highways, the drain on the natural supply of game fish has

become abnormal. So do your part—leave something for the

other fellow tomorrow and for the countless "other fellows"

of following generations.

You will know the true thrill of Angling when you hook a

good fish on light tackle, play him to a standstill, and then

spare his life. Try it.

George Clark,

Claude H. May,

Co -Editors.

To the many persons who have assisted in the preparation of this book, the publishers wish to extend

their thanks. 'We are particularly 'indebted to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company for the use of

their excellent colour plates of the fish. We are also indebted to the Sports Afield Publishing
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SMALL MOUTH BLACK BASS
(Micropferus do/omieu)

Other Names: Trout (in Southern State$) ; Small Mouth; Bronze Back

By many considered to be, pound for pound, the gamiest

fighter of all fresh water fish. When hooked they will leap out

of the water time after time and try to shake free. They range

up to 7 pounds, but 3 to 5 pounds is considered an excellent

fish.

Inhabits rivers and lakes, favouring deeper rocky places

in rivers, also pools below rapids or falls. In lakes, found

near gravel bars, rocky islands or along the shore line in

suitable places. They feed on smaller fish, crawfish, insects,

helgramites, etc.

They are usually darker in colour than Large Mouth and the

mouth does not extend back of the eye. Colour varies accord-

ing to habitat—in most Northern Ontario waters they are

bronze coloured with darker vertical markings.

Small Mouth Bass do not take artificial baits as readily as

the Large Mouth Black Bass but small plugs are taken and

excellent results can sometimes be had with small spinners or

spinner and artificial fly combinations. Usually caught by

still fishing with such bait as worms, minnows, crawfish, small

frogs and grasshoppers. Bass are considered very touchy

feeders. When they are "biting" can be easily caught and

when they are "off" they just can't be coaxed.



LARGE MOUTH BLACK BASS
(Micropterus salmoides)

Other Names: Trout {In Southern States) Green Bass; Big Mouth Bass; Oswego Bass

Another "top flight" game fish second only to the Small

Mouth Black Bass in fighting ability. In Canada will rarely

reach 10 pounds in weight but in the Southern States they have
been taken over 20 pounds in weight. This difference in weight

is probably due to the fact that the northern fish lie dormant
in winter, whereas, the southern fish feed the year around.

Favours weedy water, especially near lily pads, or drowned
timber-land. In early morning and evening they are often

found right in close to shore where you would scarcely believe

they had sufficient water to navigate. Here they can catch

frogs, larger insects, occasionally a field mouse that might fall

in, and in fact anything that moves that they can swallow.

Although not as spectacular a fighter as the Small Mouth
Black Bass they are more readily taken on artificial baits and
particularly their rushing, smashing strike at slow moving
surface baits gives any angler a real thrill. The Large Mouth
is usually greener in colour than the Small Mouth and not as

prominently marked with the vertical bars, also, the scales are

a bit coarser. The mouth is larger, extending back of the eye

and they seem to be generally a heavier fish, 3 to 6 pounds is

considered a good weight. Excellent food value.



THE ART OF BAIT CASTING
A FEW INSTRUCTIONS FOR BEGINNERS

To the skillful bait-caster belongs an angling joy that the still

fisherman never knows. To be able to put your bait in the exact

spot where you want it, adds to fishing fun the zest and flavor

of skillful marksmanship. Then, too, aside from the pleasure

of handling one's tackle expertly there is the satisfaction of trying

out all the most likely places, for the best fishing places are not-

ably the hardest to reach—underneath the overhanging branches,

close-in shore, or deep in the heart of weeds and lily patches.

Like all arts skill in bait-casting comes with practice; there is

nothing difficult to learn. With a little application anyone can

in a short time become proficient. As to the rudiments of bait-

casting, there are just a few simple things to remember. If, as a

boy, you have ever thrown a small apple from the end of a pointed

stick, you have a very good idea of how bait-casting is done.

First, aim the tip of your rod at the target—your thumb lightly

but firmly pressed against the line, reel turned so that the handle

is on top—then bring the rod straight over the shoulder and start

the cast forward by a quick jerk of the forearm—exactly as you

did when you threw those green apples. And just as your apple

sailed successfully when you aimed high, so now your plug will

shoot forward and outward when the cast is made high. Many
beginners make the mistake of casting downward and then bring

the bait to an abrupt stop. Keep your elbow close to your side,

remembering that the action is all from the forearm and wrist,

and not from the shoulder. Let the tip of the rod do the work.

Remember that next to proper use of the forearm and wrist,

the secret of successful casting is in keeping the proper thumb
pressure on the reel. Too much pressure shortens a cast and too

little causes a back-lash. A light but firm touch is the thing to aim

for. When the rod handle is in a perpendicular position, the

thumb pressure should be eased (but not released); this causes

the plug to shoot forward.

Never cast with the click on. The purpose of the click is to keep
the weight of the plug from running out the line when the tackle

is not in use.

Anglers who pride themselves on their casting skill have
learned a little trick of holding the reel that is worth noting.

That is to turn the rod slightly before starting the cast so that

the reel handle is on top of the reel. The reason for this is that

when the spool is vertical the angler's wrist is in an easier position

and the plug can be controlled with greater accuracy.

The above directions are for the overhead cast, which is by far

the best to use. It has greater accuracy than the sideswipe, and is

not dangerous to one's fishing companions. The only time the

sideswipe is to be recommended is when over-hanging brush

renders the overhead cast impractical. At all other times the over-

head cast should be used.

Your casting equipment consists of rod, reel, line and lure.

For your rod we recommend a split-bamboo casting rod 5 or 5Vi

ft. in length, an 18 lb. test hard braided silk casting line and a

level winding casting reel.

Although the split-bamboo casting rod has unquestionably

the best action, it will not stand the abuse that a steel rod will take.

Two other types of good casting rods are the solid foil steel

type and the hollow drawn tubular steel one-piece rod.

The foil steel rods will stand the most abuse but are inclined

to be heavy. The tubular drawn steel rod has the closest approach

to cane, in both weight and action and are really excellent casting

rods.



HERE AND
Here are a few pointers for the boat fisherman. Water is a good

conductor of sound, in fact it travels four times faster in water than

in air, and it is a wise angler who will operate as quietly as pos-

sible when fishing in calm or shallow water. Don't bang the tackle

box around or throw the oars carelessly into the boat or make
unnecessary noise with your feet. Fish can be very scary at times.

Some fishermen put an old carpet on the floor of the boat. This

certainly helps muffle noise.

If you use one of those fish stringers with the snap pins on it

be sure to pin the fish through both upper and lower lips, this

will keep the fish's mouth closed and they will not drown so

quickly when the boat is rowed to a new location.

Worms, the old reliable standby, receive as a rule the most care-

less treatment of any bait. Lively worms are far better bait than

listless, half dead ones. Cover the worm tin or box with burlap

or any cloth and moisten it frequently. Natural evaporation will

help to keep the container cooler and the worms consequently

will be in better physical shape. Of course, you will be sure to

keep them under the seat of the boat out of the direct rays of the

sun.

When using spoons or spinners, either for casting or trolling

from the rod, it is absolutely essential to have good free working
swivels on each end of your trace. This will help prevent the

revolving spoon from twisting the line. If the depth of water will

permit it, a drop type of sinker on the line just above the trace a

few inches is positive protection against twisting.

Make sure your hooks are sharp. Your tackle box should con-

tain a small hone.

Spoons should be kept bright and shiny. It is a good idea to

find out at which speeds the various spoons in your kit act best

and this applies to plugs as well. Speaking of spoons, do you
know that nickel is still considered the very best colour for deep
water trolling, such as for Lake Trout.

At the start of a days fishing always test the end foot and a halt

or so of line by exerting a good pull on it. When a line breaks

it is usually in this part which often becomes frayed.

THERE
After fishing, before putting your line away, string it out between

trees, in the shade, and allow it to dry. Avoid drying it in the direct

sunlight and in stringing it up do not loop it around nails or other

iron as rust will attack the line at these points, with disastrous

results.

If you are using an outboard motor be sure to tie it to the boat

with a piece of strong rope. Sometimes the vibration causes the

clamps to work loose, and losing the motor in deep water is

enough to spoil anybody's holiday. Incidentally, the best way
to locate a lost motor in deep water is to look for an oil patch on
the surface of the water. A strong trolling line with heavy triple

hooks makes a good grappling outfit.

Here's how to prepare a reserve supply of matches. Empty
the box, then pour melted paraffin wax over each layer of matches.

Make it a rule to keep a small box thus treated in your kit. They
will not be affected even if soaked in water. Then some day

when you are caught out in a thunderstorm and everything is

drenched through and through you will remember that little

box and thank your lucky stars you have it.

Should you be going on a vacation in country where worms
are difficult to obtain and it is your intention to take a sufficient

supply for, say two weeks, they should be kept in a wooden box
containing damp moss. If the box is covered with a piece of

sacking and this is kept moist they will last very well as long as

they are placed in the shade. The worms should be picked over

every day or two and dead ones removed. If this is not done the

dead ones will quickly infect all the others. The box should

never be so wet that it will become sour as this will also put the

wigglers hors de combat.
If you want to keep a day's catch of fish to take home and you

have not access to an ice-house, here is the best way to keep them.

Don't wash them because the natural, slimy coating is a protection

against spoilage. Remove the entrails, gills and the clotted blood

along the backbone. Leave the head, tail and fins on and sponge

out the body cavity. Sprinkle liberally on the inside with salt,

then wrap in dry cloth or newspaper and keep in as cool, and yet

dry place as possible.



MASKINONGE
(Esox masquinongy)

Other Names: Muskellunge; Lunge; Musky; Tiger Muskie

One of the largest of Canadian fresh water game fish.

Records of Lunge in excess of 60 pounds in weight exist, but

fish over 30 pounds in weight are not often met with. The

Muskie is a ferocious fighter, striking at both swift and slow

moving lures either on the surface or under water. Both

because of its marking and its sporting qualities this fish is

often referred to as the fresh water tiger.

The Maskinonge is rather sparingly distributed from the

Thousand Islands in the St. Lawrence River, through the

Kawartha chain of lakes to Lake Simcoe and the Georgian

Bay, occurring also in parts of Northern Ontario over to

Manitoba. Lake of the Woods is famed for its Muskie fishing.

Usually found around weed-beds or shoals and sometimes in

drowned timber-land. During bright warm days in late

September and early October, these fish will haunt the shallows

and being in prime condition at this season they provide

excellent sport. Food consists of minnows, suckers, and

other small fish.

Easily identified from the Pike by darker spots or stripes on

a greenish ground, rather than light spots on a dark ground.

In the Muskie, only the upper half of the gills and cheek plates

are scaled and the general tone of its colour is usually more

silvery than the Pike.

The greatest variation in spelling and pronunciation applies

to the naming of this fish. The name is taken from an Indian

word meaning "deformed" or "different" Pike and has been

subject, as many other Indian names have, to much alteration

in sound when written in English.



PIKE

[Esox lucius)

Other Names: Pickerel [in parts of U.S.A.) Grass Pike; Great Northern Pike; Jack Pike; Snake

Widely distributed and a voracious feeder it attains great

size sometimes from 30 to 40 pounds in weight. Formerly

not prized as a game fish but latterly however, it has grown
more in favour. The larger specimens are good, rugged, heavy

fighters, not nearly as spectacular as the Maskinonge, seldom

jumping. The smaller ones put up a good scrap but of short

duration. They feed chiefly on smaller fish but will tackle most
anything, frequently gobbling up ducklings, and instances of

them attacking small dogs in the water have been reported.

In shape they are very much like the Maskinonge, but in-

stead of dark stripes or spots on a lighter ground, these fish

have yellowish white spots on a dark ground. The lower part

of the gill cover is without scales, but the cheeks are fully

scaled. Illustrations on page 8 show this difference clearly.

Found in rivers and lakes favouring weed-beds and shoals.

In the fall when the Muskies are in the shallows, the Pike

seems to prefer deep water. The average weight is from 5

to 10 pounds.

The smaller specimens have good food value, the larger

fish however, are inclined to be coarse.

The common Eastern Pickerel, Green Pike or Chain Pike

(Esox reticulatus) is a small brother of the above. Ranging
from New Brunswick and the St. Lawrence River westward to

Ontario. Extensively distributed east of the Alleghany

Mountains to southern United States. Average weight is under

5 pounds. Instead of the yellowish white spots of the

Northern Pike, this fish bears dark reticulated markings on
a lighter ground.



Head of Pike showing cheek scaled. Gill cover naked on lower half. Head of Maskinonge showing both cheek and gill cover naked on

lower half.

LANDING THE BIG ONES

Don't try to lift a big lunge or

pike from the water by slipping

your fingers up under the gills,

unless you are well protected

with leather gloves. If you want
to release a large fish without

injuring it, grasp it over the

back of the head, pressing firmly

in on the gill covers between thumb and fingers as illustrated.

The fish ceases to struggle when held in this manner and with

a disgorger the hooks can be pushed free.

To kill a large fish strike it a heavy blow cross-wise of the

head and back of the eyes. A hardwood stick a little bigger

through than a broom handle will do very nicely for a billy.

The use of a gaff hook is advisable in landing the big ones.

The hook should be struck up into the fish from below. Try

to sink it in the under part of the head and immediately lift.

For bass and pickerel a landing net is the best bet.

If you are not equipped with a landing net here is the way
to handle a bass. Play him out then reel him up short. Put

your thumb in its mouth and with forefinger below the jaw,

take a firm hold. Lift the fish in this grip, tilting your hand

upwards, and the bass won't even struggle.



FIN DIAGRAMS OF BASS AND PIKE

BLACK BASS—Representative of the Sunfish family.

BASS

Point A—Spinous Dorsal Fin

Point B—Soft Dorsal Fin

Point C—Caudal Fin

Point D—Anal Fin

Point E—Pectoral Fin

Point F—Ventral Fin

Point G—Lower Jaw

Point H—Snout

PIKE

Point A—Dorsal Fin

Point B—Caudal Fin

Point C—Anal Fin

Point D—Ventral Fin

Point E—Pectoral Fin

NORTHERN PIKE—Representative of the Pike family.
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WALL-EYE PIKE

(Sr/zosfed/on vitreum)

Other Names: Pickerel (in Ontario) Dore (in Quebec) Pike Perch; Yellow Pickerel; Yellow Pike

As the illustration indicates this fish is not of the Pike (Esox)

family. It possesses both the soft dorsal and spiny dorsal fin and
the positions of the pectoral and ventral fins indicate it as allied

to the perch.

Varies greatly in weight, some have been taken over 20

pounds, but 3 to 6 pounds is the average, and fish over 12

pounds are the exception.

Although not generally considered as a good fighter, the

larger ones, however, can throw their weight around enough
to make it interesting. They are sought after because of their

excellent food qualities.

Pickerel cannot be mistaken for any other game fish due to

the milky, blind appearance of the ey Body colour is usually

dark yellow and the scales are coarse and feel rasp-like to

the hand. Food consists chiefly of other fish. They are great

night feeders.

Pickerel fishing is best early in the season, good catches

may be had in streams when they go to spawn, especially in a

pool below a dam or falls that would prevent the fish going

further up stream and here you will find them congregated.

During the summer Pickerel in the lakes usually go deep, and

trolling, very slowly, with bright baits at a depth of 20 to 30

feet is often the most successful method of catching them.

The Sauger (Stizostedion canadense) or Blue Pickerel is a

smaller variety of the Wall-Eye Pike. Distributed from

Quebec to Saskatchewan, and distinguished by its size and

blue colouring.

10



YELLOW PERCH
(Perca flavescens)

Found extensively from the Maritimes to Alberta this excel-

lent little panfish is sought after by both the Angler and the

Commercial fisherman. Although it is not strictly a game fish

it would hardly be fair not to include some reference to it, and

some Provinces do place it in their game fish regulations.

Perch inhabit both lakes and rivers, they spawn in rivers

in the spring. Many times bait casters have had Perch tackle

their lures and have, no doubt, been impressed with the au-

dacity of the little fellows attempting to strike something

almost as big as themselves. Best fishing for Perch is in

spring just after the ice goes out, then, using small minnows

for bait, a good catch of these tasty little individuals often

results. They may also be caught in winter by fishing through

the ice. In a good run Perch will average about V2 a pound

in weight.

ROCK BASS
(Ambloplites rupesfris)

Another widely distributed panfish, occurring in Quebec,
Ontario and Manitoba. On a fly rod this rough little customer
can give a very good account of itself. Because they are

usually found around sunken brush piles or log crib work,
their immediate effort, when first hooked, is to get back to
this shelter and in the effort their deep, flat little bodies against
the water offers resistance enough to make one think they
had hold of a fish twice the size.

They are sweet eating but rather boney. In warm water
during the summer they are quite subject to the attack of
small water parasites and consequently at this time of year

they are usually wormy.
Nowhere in Canada is the Rock Bass classed as a game fish,

but like the several other members of the sunfish family they
are a prime favourite of the young angler and sometimes are

mistaken by the uninitiated for real bass. The illustration

shows the marked difference in body shape of the Rock Bass
as compared to other bass, also note the four or five spiny
rays to the fore part of the anal fin not possessed by either

of the other two bass.

11



LEADER KNOTS AND
Leader Making Knots

Single Waterloop

«P^

'Double Waterloop Barrel TCnot

^EEgZt^- ^zrn^m
Single Surgeons Double Surge orts

Don't attempt to tie knots in gut leaders without first

soaking the material thoroughly in water. Dry silkworm
gut is fairly brittle and cannot stand a sharp bend without
rupture. Never put gut in hot water.

To Tie Leader Loops

attaching Leader andSnell£oop
Snelled&lg to£eader

£ea.der
(Dropper JOoop £eader2)ropper£oop
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- HOOK CONNECTIONS
Attaching Line To Leader Leader To Eyed Flies or Hooks

Ja/n7{itch
un'1k7Cnot

arvr^K

figure Sight <J<z?n.J{ttch

To keep your leaders ready for use at any time soak them
in a solution of four ounces of distilled water, one ounee
of glycerine and one-quarter teaspoonful of baking soda.

This solution will revive old gut to a surprising degree.

IVemyss &/edJh/7foot

'HcOfTtitchJam, ^

C <** fJcun&ouhleTiiich

6t/ed &ly <Jam

Wedge JamTiitch withTGtot
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SPECKLED TROUT
{Salvelinus fontinalis)

Other Names: Brook Trout; Square Tail

A speckled beauty, but not a true trout, this fish is a Charr,

but let this not detract from their glory for they are among the

gamest of the finny folk. These are the most widely distributed

of any trout in Canada, extending from the Maritimes to the

northern midwest and from the tiniest streamlets to the largest

rivers and lakes. Because of its fighting ability, food value and
beauty, it has probably the most ardent attention from anglers

of any game fish. Its variation in size and colouring is as great

as its distribution, for whereas a trout of nine inches from a

stream in the cultivated district is considered a good specimen,

fish have been taken from waters such as the Nipigon River

of world's record size, fourteen and a half pounds. Oddly
enough great variations in colour occur in fish taken out of the

same stream, some exhibiting brilliant orange flanks with

bright red, blue encircled spots on their sides and very dark

backs, while others will be of pale and subdued tones and rather

silvery on the back. In some, the flesh is pink and in others the

flesh is white, and this along with the great variation in colour

causes some to think that there are several different species of

speckled trout. Authorities, however, contend that this

is not so.

The Speckled Trout has not stood up well to the advances

of civilization, the cutting down of bush along the streams

with the consequence of smaller and warmer waters, has

played havoc with their ranks in the more settled districts.

Speckled Trout are inclined to lie in deep pools below runs

of water, advancing into the shallows to feed on surface

insect life in morning and evening, returning again to the

deep holes during the bright of day. They do not exhibit the

tendency to wander up and down stream as do the Brown
Trout. Their food consists of grubs, worms, small minnows
as well as insect life, and among sportsmen fly fishing is the

only way to take them.
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QUEBEC RED TROUT
(Salvelinus marstoni)

Another representative of the Charr family and a beautiful

game fish. The Red Trout is found only in a few lakes in

Quebec, related forms, however, occur in Maine and New
Hampshire. Little is known of its habits or fighting qualities.

It is a lake fish of distinctive marking and colouring. Body

colour is dark olive above with darker vertical marks, and red

below, the red covering the belly. There are also some light

red or orange spots on the sides. Other differences in appear-

ance between this fish and the Speckled Trout are a decided

fork in the tail, a more slender body and a smaller head.

DOLLY VARDEN TROUT
(Salvelinus speclabilis)

This Charr, a cousin of the Speckled Trout, is very generally

distributed throughout British Columbia and Alberta, inhabit-

ing lakes, streams and also found in the sea.

Brownish in colour and marked on its sides with red spots,

smaller spots on its back, those inhabiting the sea are silvery

coloured with fainter spots or may lack spots entirely.

These trout are not strong fighters but the ease with which
they may be taken and their large size, 8 to 10 pounds being

not uncommon, give them some appeal.

It is felt that they are harmful to other trout, not only because

they eat smaller trout but also by reason of the fact that, being

voracious feeders, they deplete the waters of so much of its

natural food supply. It is also claimed that they eat the eggs of
Salmon and Trout and are thought to be quite destructive in

this respect.

Dolly Vardens may be taken by fly fishing, trolling or still

fishing with minnows and in fact will take almost any sort of
bait readily.

15



AURORA TROUT
{Salvelinus timagamiensis)

A beautiful Charr, thought to be a colour variation of the

speckled trout, and found only in White Pine Lake (Gamble

Township) in the Timagami Forest Reserve in Ontario.

Size ranges from eight to eighteen inches, some specimens

may go larger. Distinguished by its unique colouring, suggest-

ing in its greenish-bluish tinges the colour of the Aurora
Borealis, from which its name is derived. The lateral spots
common to others of the genus salvelinus are lacking in this

member, but occasionally a specimen is caught with one or
two small blue encircled red spots showing.

ARCTIC CHARR
[Salvelinus stagnalis)

Practically unknown to North American sportsmen, this

big cousin of the Speckled Trout is the sea-run trout of our

Arctic. A very powerful game fish, it reaches a weight in

excess of 25 pounds, requiring heavy salmon tackle to take it.

The Eskimos catch this fish, using caribou sinew lines and
an artificial spoon lure made of walrus tusk ivory, either by
"jigging" through a hole in the ice or by trolling.

GRAYLING
{Thymallus signifer)

"Hewlook—Powak" Eskimo name meaning "Wing-like Fin"

This relative of the trout, inhabits clear,

cold streams. It is generally considered

as a sub-arctic fish, three types occurring in

North America. The outstanding char-

acteristic of all is the very large dorsal fin.

Two types were known in the U.S.A., one

in Michigan (Thymallus tricolour) the

other in Montana and Southern Alberta (Thymallus montanus ),

the former is now considered to be extinct, but the latter still

flourishes.

The Arctic Grayling, (Thymallus signifer) is widely distri-

buted through the Northwest Territories, Northern Manitoba

offers excellent Grayling fishing, here they are abundant, and

probably the best time to fish for them is at the end of August

and the beginning of September.

The Grayling is a beautifully coloured
fish. Dark back, nearly black, sides

of iridescent golden purple, belly

white. Fins are dark gray, the dorsal

fin being blackish with lighter blotches

and numerous blue spots. A few
black spots appear on the fore part

of the body. Size ranges from 10, to'18 inches and over

3 pounds in weight.

Grayling usually run in schools in fast water and offer

excellent sport on the dry fly. They are not as wary as trout,

rising readily and when hooked their struggle is characterized

by vigorous leaps with fins erect, a beautiful and flashing

sight. As a food-fish many consider them superior to trout.
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FIN DIAGRAM OF TROUT

BROOK TROUT—Representative of the Salmon family, Charrs, Grayling and Whitefish

Point A-

Point B-

Point C-

Point D-

Point E-

Point F-

Point G
Point H-

-Dorsal Fin

-Adipose Fin

-Caudal Fin

-Anal Fin

-Pectoral Fin

-Ventral Fin

-Lower Jaw

-Snout

BROWN TROUT
(Sa/mo fario)

Other Names: Loch Leven Trout (considered to be a colour variation)

Introduced in to America in the '80's the Brown Trout is

now quite widely distributed in the Eastern United States to a

somewhat lesser extent in Canada. This is the common Trout
of Europe and the British Isles and all the lore of British Trout
fishermen is built around this excellent game fish. In shape it

is very much after the pattern of the Steelhead Trout, being
closely allied to it. In size its ordinary length is from ten to

twenty inches and up to five pounds in weight, although
exceptions may grow much heavier. Its colour is a gray
brown, quite dark on the back and nearly white on the belly,

marked on the sides with distinct spots of bright red, each spot
surrounded by a pale gray halo, and black spots on the back
and on the fins. Ventral fins have a reddish tinge, the others

are rather brown in colour and spotted more or less. As with
the other trout no one description will minutely apply to all

because of colour variation occurring in different localities.

Its preferred habitat is in swift cold, gravelly streams, but

unlike our native Speckled Trout, the Brown Trout seems able

to thrive also in waters of an opposite character and for this

reason rivers, where our native species have vanished, are again

becoming good trout streams after stocking with this European
fish. Their actions in a river differ from Speckled Trout in that

they are more inclined to wander and the angler will do well

to mark carefully the exact spot from where he has taken a

good Brown Trout, for the probabilities are that within

twenty-four hours another "Brownie" will be occupying the

same spot. This species is likely to escape the efforts of the

careless or inexperienced angler for such is their wariness that

usually only the finest and lightest tackle carefully fished will

take them.

Their food comprises insect life, minnows, grubs and worms
and evening or early morning fishing is likely to be the

most successful.
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RAINBOW TROUT
(So/mo

A beautiful, gamy fighter and another favourite with the fly

rod enthusiast, this fish may be considered a close relative of

the common trout of the British Isles. Originally the Rainbow

was confined to the western part of the continent but it has been

introduced into Lake Superior and other waters where it has

thrived. It reaches a maximum weight, in Canada, of about

15 or 16 pounds but, it is said that in New Zealand where this

same fish was introduced some years ago, it will exceed 40

pounds in weight.

This fish belongs to a class of black spotted trout of which

there are several members and in some waters, with the colour

variations that occur in all fish, it is a matter of some contro-

versy to properly identify a specimen. In this respect the most

irideus)

confusion exist between the Rainbow and the Steelhead where

both have access to the sea, and some authorities contend that

both fish are one and the same, any colour variations being due

to life in the sea. Both fish thrive equally well in salt or fresh

water, yet in coastal rivers some will migrate to the sea return-

ing only to spawn and others will live always in the fresh water.

Its beauty of form is enhanced by a broad lateral band of

iridescent red or purple extending from cheeks to tail. The

scales are slightly coarser than those of the Speckled Trout.

Because it feeds a great deal on insects and larvae as well as

on small fry it may be readily taken on artificial flies and when

hooked it exhibits all the power of the trout together with leaps

and dashes enough to thrill any angler.
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STEELHEAD TROUT
(Sa/mo gairdneri

This is the Trout that is so often confused with the Rainbow

Trout. Originally a Pacific Coast species it has been introduced

into the Upper Great Lakes and is now caught in many of the

streams and rivers entering into Lake Superior and Lake Huron

as well as in the big waters themselves, and here it is known as

Rainbow Trout and indeed 'its] appearance in these waters is

identical with the plate of the Rainbow on page 18.

The Steelhead is a close relative of the Brown Trout and is

more closely related to the Atlantic Salmon than they are to

any of the Pacific Salmon. Its habits are much like the

Rainbow, the fry are hatched in rivers and many of them,

although apparently not all, descend to the sea returning at

intervals to spawn in the rivers.

A] Steelhead] is a black spotted trout, showing a faint lateral

stripe or band of roseate to purplish hue. The lateral band of

colour is paler and the black spots fewer and smaller when this

'ish inhabits the sea, than^when it is found in' fresh water.

Not only because of its large size but also because of its

strong fighting ability the Steelhead is considered one of the

finest game fish in Canada.

They are caught both by fly fishing and by trolling with

minnows or artificial lures and in some instances attain a

weight of twenty pounds.
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HOW TO BECOME AN EXPERT

FLY CASTER

To learn to fly cast your essential first equip-
ment is, of course, a good fly rod and fly line.

Any reel will do to start with as its only function
is to hold the line. The usual length of rod is 9
feet. There are lots of good ones at moderate
prices. The line should be the best you can
afford. Two types are available, the level line,

that is of uniform diameter throughout its whole
length, the other is known as a tapered line, and
is better but more expensive.

Because in fly casting you actually cast the
line while in bait casting the weight of the lure

drags the line out, you can readily appreciate the
great importance of a suitable line.

You will also require a gut leader IVi feet

long and, of course, a few artificial flies size 8
and 10.

Now we are ready to discuss the art of fly

casting and how it may be easily learned by
observing the few simple points or rules as

follows:

Let's assume we have the proper equipment as

outlined above. With our rod and reel assembled
and our line strung through the tod guides and
top, we tie our leader, which of course has been
previously soaked in water until it is soft and
pliable, by simply putting the end of the line

through the loop in the leader as illustrated in

figure A. Now by simply drawing the line tight

the knot will jam on the leader and will not untie

until you are ready to quit fishing. Figures B and
C show the simple manner in which this knot
may be untied by taking hold of the line, above,
the knot in one hand, and the tip of the line in

the other, pulling the tip of the line taut and
straight until the line runs straight across your
leader loop, as pictured, so all you have to do is

slide or skin the leader off over the end of your
line. By this simple trick-tie you have a tightly

joined line and leader knot all day which can be
released by pulling the tip of your line out
straight so that the leader can be slipped off.

Figure B Figure C

Tension For
Back Cast

Tie a number 8 or 10 fly on the small end o
your leader (see page 13) and let's try a few casts

and see if you cannot very quickly get the idea

of how to cast a fly easily and well.

Strip off ten feet or so of line which with the

seven and one-half feet of leader is enough to

begin our first experiment. Cast or get your leader

out in front of you so that it lies straight on the
water or the lawn and lower the front of the rod
as indicated by the dotted line in figure 1.

The Back Cast

Now we are ready to make a back cast and right

here you should note that the back cast is just as

important and even more so than your forward

cast. All there is to fly casting is a back cast and a

forward one—there's nothing else. Practice soon
gives you perfect timing.

Now your back cast (see figures 2 and 3) is not
a back cast at all for you don't cast your line back
of you; you cast it almost straight up into the air,

as you would if you were casting at the moon or a

star that was right over your head but a little back
of you. At the same time hold your arm down
against your side—this will force you to use

your wrist

Just to simplify the matters of instruction let's

use the figure of a clock and pretend there is a

big clock six feet tall beside you on your right.

This will help us a lot tor now we can note the

position of the rod by the clock at all critical

points—where we start our back cast, where we
complete our back cast; where we begin our
forward cast and where we finish our forward cast.

Now just to refresh our memories let's start

over again with ten or twelve feet of out line plus

our leader extended in front of us on the water or

ground with our rod extended horizontally at9or
9:30 o'clock as shown by the dotted line in figure 1.

Figure 2
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Raise the rod slowly to about 10 or 10:30

o'clock (see Fig. 1) until the slack is out of your

line, then "snap" the rod and line upward into

the sky, as if you were aiming at the moon, stop-

ping your rod at 11 o'clock. The "snap'' or

"snip" can well be confined to the 15 minutes

space between 10:45 and 11:00 A. M. (see figure

2). This is important as it is the whole secret of

your back cast. To repeat—tension your line by

taking up the slack (see figure 1) then "snap" the

rod and line heaven-ward making sure that the

"snip" (Fig. 2) was'Jrom 10:45 to 11:00 A. M.

The Forward Cast

Now pause as the line travels up and back _ .

meanwhile allowing the rod to drift to 12:30 then *»""
slowly advance your rod (see figures 3-4) to about High
12 o'clock and at that point pause momentarily

then "snap" the line forward to make your for-

ward cast. But note this, your forward snap

should come with your rod at 12 o'clock and

should only travel the 15 minutes between 12 and

11:45 as clearly shown in figure 4. On your for-

ward cast you don't aim your line toward the

surface of the water or ground. Cast your line

and fly straight out ahead of you at a horizontal

plane even with your head or higher. Aim at an

imaginary point 6 to 8 feet in the air. Never cast

your fly at the surface of the ground or water.

Cast it straight ahead up 6 to 8 feet and watch

your fly gently sink to the ground or water lik?

a spider dropping from a bush.

Summary
There you have the whole story, with the

"secrets" that make an expert fly caster, explained

to you in an easily understandable fashion. Just
for emphasis you don't cast your line back of you
but up over your head into the sky, snapping
your rod and line up when your rod has reached

10:45 A. M.

Fish
And

Retrieve

You don't
cast your fly

forward onto
the water but
straight out
and up, high

above the water, allowing it to float down gently
to the surface.

You don't throw or propel your rod with a long
swing of the arm—the only impetus given to the
rod is a little "snip or snap" of the rod by your
wrist muscles. If registered by the clock the
length of the snap would be about 15 minutes.

Fly casting is merely the constant repetition of
first, raising the rod slowly to take up the slack
then snapping rod and line up over your head,

pausing for the
line to straighten

out and snapping
it out in front

again high above
the water. Cor-

rect timing of the back cast is of utmost impor-
tance and one of the greatest factors for perfect
casting.

UJEach time, whether you are casting forward or
back you prepare for the little snap you give your
rod by pausing momentarily.

Shooting of the line is accomplished by strip-

ping off a reasonable quantity of line between the
reel and first guide so that at the end of the for-

ward cast, by releasing the grip on the line

slightly, the stripped line will shoot through the
guides and add quite a footage
to the cast.

One more little suggestion, that

will help you a lot as you get on.
Every fly caster, whether beginner
or expert, tends constantly to put
too much power into his cast.

When you snap your rod forward
try to "under power" your cast.

Put in about half or a third of the

power you think it needs, and
note what a beautiful cast you
make.

Figure 5
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KAMLOOPS TROUT
(Sa/mo (cam/oops)

Although undoubtedly one of the Steelhead-Rainbow type,

the Kamloops, in some of its phases, shows definite differences

in colour and pattern of markings to set it apart from the others.

It is a widely distributed fish in British Columbia and is subject

to as great variation in colouring, marking and size as the

Steelheads and Rainbows.
Beautiful, large and a game fighter, it is held in very high

regard by anglers. Shape and characteristics are much like the

Steelhead. It spawns in May or early June, but does not

migrate to the sea. Another form of this trout found in small

lakes at higher altitudes is locally designated as the Mountain
Kamloops Trout. This species, much smaller in size, reaches

not more than 12 inches in length.

Fish vary so greatly in appearance according to the nature

of the water they inhabit that positive identification of some
specimens is difficult for the keenest student let alone the

average "feller out fishin' ". Generally speaking trout found
in shallow streams are more heavily spotted, vivid in colouring

and smaller in size. Where they inhabit deep water they grow
bigger, have less spots and are not as vividly coloured rather

inclining to be silvery in tone. Whether this is Mother Nature's

camouflage or simply the effect of more or less sunlight

depending on the depth of water is hard to say, but certainly

in this series of the Salmo family every degree from the

Rainbow on page 18 to the Steelhead on page 19 occurs. In

all, colouring is most vivid at spawning time.
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CUTTHROAT TROUT
(So/mo clarkii)

Other Names: Coastal Cutthroat; Yellowstone Cutthroat; Mountain Cutthroat

The Cutthroat has such wide variation in colour and size

that it is classed in three types as mentioned above. Due to

this wide variation, it is impossible in the limits of this work,

to adequately describe the various phases. Generally speaking

identification is possible by reason of the red slashes of colour

appearing under the lower jaws. It is also a black spotted and

finely scaled fish. As compared with the Steelhead Trout the

Cutthroat has an extremely long jaw with a longer head

and snout.

Cutthroats are quite widely, but irregularly, distributed from

southern Alberta to the coastal waters and from California to

Alaska and in this respect its range extends further east some-

what than that of the Kamloops Trout. 4 to 6 pounds is average

weight of a good specimen, top weight being about 12 pounds.

Perhaps because the Cutthroat occurs in the same waters as

the Steelhead and Kamloops Trout, its fighting qualities are

under-rated by comparison. Nevertheless, it may be taken on

the dry or wet fly, and does put up a very good struggle on this

type of tackle.
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FOR THE NEWCOMER TO THE TROUT STREAM

It you have never fished in a small stream for trout, here is a

new exciting field for you to investigate. The few pointers

below should be carefully observed because they may make a

difference between good sport and tiresome work. Remember

first that trout are shy, wary creatures. Where they are

encountered in small streams it is sometimes extremely

difficult to get within fishing reach without scaring them. Try

to avoid having your shadow fall upon a likely hole. When the

water is crystal clear it is often necessary to actually crawl into

a good position so that your line may be dropped in without

alarming the fish. This is one reason why wading a stream is

often better than fishing from the bank, because the height of

your head from the water is much less when wading, con-

sequently the fish's angle of vision is reduced. Trout lie facing

into the current, therefore, fish up stream rather than down,

casting ahead and retrieving your line as your fly (wet or dry)

is carried toward you by the current. If you are using a dry

fly, try to cast your line in such a way that the end of the cast

forms a Shepherd's Crook on the water, thus permitting the

fly to float ahead of the leader. The mastery of this knack is

essential in order to avoid any drag on the fly which would be

immediately detected by the trout and regarded with suspicion.

If you see a trout flash up at your fly and then turn short, he

has probably detected something unnatural about it. It is

good policy to change to another fly before you cast to him

again, and better still, to wait five to ten minutes before you

cast the second time. Don't worry about that fish going

away, he will continue doing business at the same old stand,

but if you alarm him unduly he will probably sulk, in which

case he won't rise again for some time.

In your intentness on the sport, when wading, be careful not

to get into fast deep water, and be watchful of quick sand.

Tragedies have happened where a man has gone beyond the

depth of his hip rubber boots. If balance is once lost in a strong

current one may very easily be swept into deeper water where

he would be helpless with the weight of water-filled waders.

If you have occasion to walk across a deep stream on a log,

loss of balance is quite upsetting to say the least. If you keep

your eyes on the log and don't look at the moving water, you

won't get dizzy. Make sure the log is firm and can'tj shift

or roll.

A small tire patch outfit is mighty handy for repairing a

torn rubber boot. Although this rarely happens, when repairs

are needed they are needed badly.
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COMMON WHITEFISH

(Coregonus clupeiformis)

A lake dweller, abundantly distributed in the Great Lakes,

especially Lake Erie. Of excellent flesh and occurring from the

Maritimes to Lake Superior, they form an important part of
the commercial fisherman's catch. The Whitefish is related

to the salmon, but do not offer the Angler much in the way
of sport. However, there are many dyed-in-the-wool disciples

of Izaak Walton who keep their hand in at angling during the

winter months by fishing for Whitefish through the ice, using

very small salted minnows as bait. They inhabit cold, clean

and fairly deep water. Colour is a silvery white and weight
runs from 1 to 5 pounds, with exceptions growing larger.

The heaviest known to the writer weighed 14 pounds.

The Round Whitefish (Coregonus quadrilateralis) or Shad-

Waiter is the most widely distributed of the several Whitefishes,

found from Labrador and the Maritimes to British Columbia
and the Arctic. It is smaller in size and darker on the back

but otherwise similar to the Common Whitefish.

In Alberta and British Columbia occurs another variety,

the Rocky Mountain Whitefish (Coregonus williamsoni).

This is a small fish found in mountain lakes and streams, and

provides better sport for the Angler in that it may be taken by

fly fishing. The Rocky Mountain Whitefish is often mistaken

for the Grayling, but the great difference in the dorsal fins of

the two fish should, in itself, preclude any possibility of con-

fusion in this respect. The Grayling is described on page 16.
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LAKE TROUT
(Cr;'sf/vomer namaycush)

Other Names: Grey Trout; Salmon Trout; Mackinaw Trout; Mountain Trout; Togue

Although the Lake Trout is a favourite with commercial
fishermen, due to its abundance, size and high market value,

it is not held in high regard as a game fish.

The fighting qualities of this fish are not to be compared
to other members of the great trout tribe, coupled with this,

is its habit of spending most of the season in the very deepest

water making necessary to troll with copper wire in order to

take them and, of course, this type of tackle in itself is enough
to kill any fish's fighting ability. During certain periods of
spring and fall these fish come into the shallows and here

they may be caught by bait casting or even fly fishing. Under
these conditions they can and do, put up a much better scrap.

Due to their wide distribution, in both big and small waters,

wide variation is to be found particularly in shape, size and in

colouring, and this leads many to believe that there are several

different types of Lake Trout. This however, is not true, and
the large fat, pink-fleshed fish from big waters is exactly the

same species as the slim, light-fleshed fish, found in smaller,

more thickly populated lakes. The only exception being, one
sub species the Siscowet occurring in Lake Superior.

Generally this Charr is of a grey or grey-greenish colour,

flecked with irregular white spots. They feed chiefly on her-

ring, smelt and other small fry. Usually found in water from

40 to 100 feet in depth.

Lake Trout over 60 pounds in weight have been taken, but

a fish half this weight is considered a real "tackle buster"

and the average taken by anglers will weigh less than ten

pounds. Distributed from the Maritimes and Labrador, right

across to Vancouver Island and up to the Arctic.
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OUANANICHE
(So/mo so/or ouananiche)

Other Names: Land-locked Salmon

A fresh water fish very closely related to the Atlantic Salmon,

differing from the latter chiefly in size and colouring. Practically

all waters of its very limited range, centering around Lake St.

John in northern Quebec, have access to the sea, so it is appar-

ently by choice that it is a fresh water inhabitant and not

because it is "land-locked" as some name it.

Ouananiche are taken chiefly by fly fishing and those who
have caught it acclaim it as the gamest fish to be found. The

average weight is under 5 pounds and the heaviest are said

not to exceed 10 pounds. This places it in the class of Trout

rather than Salmon, as far as weight is concerned. Late spring

and early summer are the popular times to fish for it.

Another variety of Land-locked Salmon (Salmo salar sebago)

occurs in lakes in New Brunswick. It is very similar to the

Ouananiche, but runs larger in size. In most cases this last

named fish is truly land-locked.
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FOR THE KIND THAT ARE FEW AND FAR BETWEEN

Every once in awhile a fish is taken that is really a beautiful example

of its type or perhaps for some other reason the Angler wishes to

have it mounted by a taxidermist. Now, of course, the best thing

to do is to pack it carefully in ice and get it to the taxidermist at

once, but should this be an impossibility, as would be the case if

you were a way back in the bush, here is the best way to save the

specimen for a few days until it can be taken out. First determine

which side has the best appearance, then on the opposite side cut

along the lateral line of the side from the gills to the tail. Then

skin out the carcass as carefully as possible, being careful not

to cut through the skin on the good side. For the most part the skin

can be worked off with the fingers. Cut the carcass away at the head

and tail and cut through the base or the fins, below the skin, leaving

them fast to the skin. Leave the head intact. Remove gills, eyes,

tongue and roof of mouth and as much flesh as possible with a

knife. Now turn the skin inside out, carefully scrape away any ex-

cess flesh. Then sprinkle thoroughly with salt or pepper. Roll

in a clean dry cloth and it will keep for several days in a cool dry

place.
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Be sure to take careful measurements as to length

and girth, and if you have a camera along take a

couple of pictures of the fish. These will help the

taxidermist.



PARR

SMOLT

GRILSE

DEVELOPMENT OF THE

ATLANTIC SALMON

Salmon spawn in the Fall, the fry hatch the following

Spring. They grow slowly until they are about a year

old, at this stage they are from four to eight inches long

and marked on the sides with several dark transverse bars

and red spots and are known as Parr. When these mark-

ings disappear and the fish becomes uniformly silver in

colour they are ready to migrate to the Sea and are called

Smolt. Smolt are gamy little fellows about ten inches

in length.

After a period of from four to twenty-eight months

in the Sea, varying according to the individual fish, they

gain considerably in weight and return to their native

river to spawn. Now they are known as Grilse and will

weigh from two to six pounds. In this Grilse phase they

differ from the mature fish by having a more slender

body, a smaller head, and a more forked tail. After

returning to the Sea a second time they attain the full

dignity of the title Salmon.

As with the Pacific Salmon, they return to spawn in

the same stream that they were hatched in, but unlike

the western fish, the spawning trip does not end in death

and so they return time after time.

Turn to Page 30 for illustration of mature Atlantic Salmon
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ATLANTIC SALMON
(Salmo salar)

Other Names: Kennebec Salmon; Restigouche^Salmon

This magnificent member of the salmon family is perhaps

the most famous game fish in the world. The princely fish

that spawns in the rivers of our Altantic coast is identical

with the salmon found in the rivers of the British Isles and
northern Europe. Formerly its range in North America ex-

tended as far south as New Jersey but now due to unfavourable

local conditions it has forsaken these more southerly rivers

and is confined to the rivers of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,

Quebec, bordering the Gulf of St. Lawrence, Labrador and
Newfoundland.

This marvelous fighter reaches a weight in excess of 40

pounds, but the average weight is about 15 pounds. It is

usually caught on heavy fly tackle but expert anglers have
taken them on light trout equipment. When hooked its

struggle is characterized by vigorous leaps and long frenzied

rushes of such determined nature as tax the skill of the most
proficient fisherman.

As recently as the latter half of the last century, salmon
came up the streams running into Lake Ontario such as the

Rouge, Don and Humber Rivers, but these migrations have

ceased and authorities are not certain that these were the

Atlantic Salmon although there is every likelihood they might
have been. The furthest they now appear is in the Saugehay
River in Quebec. Pollution of the waters and disturbing of

the fish on their spawning beds were the chief causes of their

disappearance in the waters further west. Fortunately care

has been taken to prevent this happening in the Maritimes,

the chief salmon streams may only be fished under special

license and the waters are kept under regular surveillance.

On the preceding page is depicted the growth of the Salmon
before reaching maturity.
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KING SALMON
(Oncorhynchus tschawytscha)

Other Names: Chinook; Spring; Tyee (Coasfo/ Indian name weaning Chieftan or Champion)

Largest of the Pacific salmon, averaging 20 pounds in weight
and some going over a 100 pounds. They are highly regarded

by anglers. Although they will take the fly, they are usually

taken by trolling with rod and line. Records of fish around
60 pounds in weight, caught with a specified type of light

tackle exist at the Tyee Club of British Columbia.

These remarkable fish spawn but once in their lifetime.

To accomplish this they make their way hundreds of miles

up the big Pacific coast rivers, hurling themselves upwards
over rapids and small falls until they arrived ragged and worn
out at the spawning beds. After this mission is accomplished

they die. The fry hatch in the early Spring and after remaining
in the fresh water for a year they then migrate to the sea.

Nothing is seen of them for a period of two to seven years

when they again return to spawn and die in the same river

in which they were born. The season of their return is August
month and this is the only time to fish for them.

Four other salmon of this genus occur in the Pacific, they

are; Cohoe Salmon usually weighing ten to fifteen pounds,
and is also considered a good game fish; the others Dog
Salmon, Sockeye Salmon and Humpback Salmon are not

considered game fish, but are important commercially.
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THE WEATHER

There is an old rhymeabout fishing that goes something like this

When the wind is in the West
Then the fish are biting best,

When the wind is in the South

It blows the bait in the fishes' mouth.
But when the wind is in the East

Then the fish are biting least,

And when the wind is in the North
The prudent anglet goes not forth.

This odd jingle of half truths is by no means a sure guide as to

when fish are likely to be feeding but it does serve to show that the

effects of wind and therefore of weather has long been known to

have a very definite effect on the angler's luck.

Within recent years Mr. J. A. Knight, an American fisherman,

brought out a series of tables based on the gravitational forces of

the sun and the moon, to show likely daily feeding periods, or

rather periods of activity throughout the year and these tables

unquestionably have much to commend them.

Barometric pressure also has a very close relation to the feeding

activity of fish and so have local stream or water conditions such as

bloom in the water, water temperature and clarity or murkiness

depending on recent rains, these latter two points are particularly

applicable to stream trout fishing.

Observations of the barometer and its relation to the catch

indicate that fishing is worst on a falling barometer, best on a high,

steady or rising barometer. In other words, if there was a quick

drop in barometric pressure the fish would probably stop biting

and would seek deeper water, but when the storm center has

passed and the barometer rises even a few points the fish will in

all likelihood commence to feed again.

Because bad weather is usually signalled by North East winds

and because fine weather is usually accompanied by South West
breezes one can see a basic reason for the rhyme mentioned at

the beginning.

Temperature also plays its part in influencing the activities of

fish. Bass, for example, in warm weather seek deeper water during

the heat of day, confining the major feeding periods to early

morning and evening. Stream trout are greatly affected by varia-

tions in warer temperatures, especially as far as their feeding on
insect life is concerned. Careful studies by many anglers reveal

that brook trout will not readily take the dry fly at water temper-
ature of less than about 50

3 or higher than about 72° with best

water temperarure at about 60', although feeding on bait and wet
flies will occur beyond these limits. If you carry a thermometer as

part of your trout fishing paraphernalia, a surface test on deep still

water does not reveal everything. Of course, if the reading was
45' one would naturally conclude that it would not be any warmer
at greater depths. But with a surface reading of 70' there is every

likelihood that another reading in deep water may reveal a temper-
ture quite in keeping with a trout's likings and where a condition

such as this last named prevails trout will rise to the surface fly,

coming from the depths and immediately returning (if you didn'r

hook him).

It is a good idea to use a thermometer in prospecting for cold,

spring-fed holes in a trout stream. Mark these holes and remember
them. In the warm weather, they may offer you your only

chance to catch fish.

In turbid watet latger lures and flies are usually more successful.

In the case of the bait caster, bright spoons slowly retrieved will,

as a rule, prove more successful than plugs duting the season

when the water is filled with bloom.
Should you have a flair for detail you will be well repaid if you

keep an accurate and complete record of your various fishing trips.

In the course of a few years time you will be able to forecast with

surprising accuracy exactly the results to be expected on any given

day. Fish are after all a lower form of life and their activities are

certainly governed entirely by nature, not by their reasoning

powers. Thus, when all factors surrounding one day's sport are

exactly duplicated, one can expect neatly an exact repetition of
ptevious results.

In order to build such a record here are the points one should

list. Place, Date, Moon Phase, Wind and General Weather,

Temperature of Air, Temperature of Water, Barometric Pressure,

Lure or Bait, Catch, and a place for General Remarks.

A small pocket note book divided into columns headed with the

titles suggested above would provide an easy system for keeping

such a record.
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"AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION—"

About the only thing that spoils the idealistic perfection of

the trout stream in May and June are those little Blankety-

blank insects—Black Flies and Mosquitoes. These plagues

cannot be avoided but adequate precautions can be taken to

prevent them causing one too much discomfort.

Think of the torture the early adventurers must have suffered

from these pests. Here is a reference to them in the Churchill

River Journal of Capt. James Knight under date of July 18th,

1717: "But the Musketos and flyes are so Intolerable thick that

thare is no Workeing for them without a fire all round; & last

Night they was so rife that I thought I should be Stung to

Death, altho' I made a Smoke in the tent wch allmost Smok'd
my Eyes out & at Last forc'd out of the Tent to lye upon my
Chest, their Ugly Venomous Stings raisd Such bumps all over

me that it putt me into a feavour."

Today we have many excellent fly repellants on the market
and any dry goods store sells mosquito netting with which a

head protector can be made.

Citronella Oil is still a standby with many fishermen and
some would not leave the safety (?) of the city without it.

Mix it with olive oil, this seems to make the applications last

longer. A quick easy way to make a head guard is to take a

13" wide strip of mosquito netting and sew it to the brim of an

old hat. Work a shoe lace through the lower edge of the

netting and then it may be drawn in around your neck. Also
an old pair of light kid gloves with fingers and thumbs cut off

will protect your hands. With the precautions outlined above
and taking care to keep your shirt buttoned up at the throat

you will not suffer unduly from these little winged devils.

POISON IVY
Vine-like plant with leaves in groups of three

One of the unpleasant experiences sometimes encountered

by fishermen is infection from poison ivy. If applied immedi-

ately, before the poisoning has had time to spread and establish

itself, the following treatment will give effective and prompt
relief. A small bottle of ammonia water carried in your creel

or tackle-box is the only requirement. As soon as infection is

detected by itching or irritation, the first blisters to appear

should be opened and the ammonia water applied freely, full

strength. Ammonia, being an alkali, counteracts the acid of

ivy poisoning which is the source of the trouble. If, small

red blotches appear these are simply "ammonia burns" and

will cause but momentary discomfort. Should, however, the

poisoning be advanced before this treatment can be applied

see your physician.
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FISH LAWS—Open Season, Size and Bag Limits

PROVINCE BLACK BASS TROUT WALLEYED PIKE PIKE LAKE TROUT
MASKINONGE

MISCELLANEOUS

ALBERTA Junel-Oct. 15,8",
20 in the aggregate
per day (See Misc.)
Dolly Varden trout

not protected.

May 16-Mar. 31,

15 per day ot pike
and pickerel.

May 16-Mar. 31,

15 per day of pike
and pickerel.

Lake Trout, May
16-Sept. 15, 15",

10 per day.

In waters from the International Boundary north-
ward to and including the Bow R. and its tribu-

taries, the open season for TROUT (other than
LAKE TROUT), GRAYLING and ROCKY
MOUNTAIN WHITEFISH is from June 1-Oct.
15, except Spray and Kananaskis lake, June 16:

Oct. 15. In the Red Deer River and the North Sas-
katchewan R. and its tributaries. May 16-Sept. 15.

In the Athabasca R. and tributaries, June 1-Oct.
15. In that portion of the Highwood River situated
in the Forest Reserve, June 1-Sept. 30.

R—$2.25 required only

in waters frequented

by trout, grayling or

Rocky Mt. Whitefish.

NR—$2.25.

BRITISH COLUMBIA Smallmouth, July
1-Mar. 31. 15 per
day. (See regula-

tions for details.)

See Misc. for Gen-
eral Seasons.
8". 15 per day in

the aggregate, with
exceptions.

(See Misc.) TROUT AND WHITEFISH SEASONS, by dis-

R—to fish in non-tidal

waters So. of 52° of
No. latitude, $1.00.

NR—$5.00, or $1.00

per day up to 5 days.

Under 16 yrs. of age,

license for calendar

year—$1.00.

tricts: Vancouver Island—Cutthroat, Kamloops,
Rainbow, March 1-Nov. 14; Lower Mainland Dist.

—Cutthroat, Kamloops, Rainbow, March 1-Nov.
30; Okanagan Dist.—Trout and R. Mt. Whitefish,
June 1-Feb. 28 in streams and May 1-Feb. 28 in

lakes; Kootenay Dist.—Trout, June 1-Nov. 13 in

streams and May 1-Nov. 14 in lakes; Northern
Dist.—Cutthroat, Kamloops, Rainbow, R. Mt.
Whitefish, May 24-Nov. 14 in streams and May
1-Feb. 28, in lakes. Many local regulations.
Consult Game Commission, Vancouver, B.C.

MANITOBA
NR-$5.50
NR (3 da.)—$1.25
NR—(Fam. 3 da.)

J2.25.
MR—(Fam. season)

$7.50.

July 1-Oct. 31.
10". 6 fish per day.

Apr. 15-Oct. 10,

11", 10 fish per

day.

May 16-Oct. 31,

15 per day.
May 16-Oct. 31,
15", 15 per day.

Lake Trout, Apr.
15-Oct. 10, 16".

Maskinonge, May
16-Oct. 31, 3 per
day.

PERCH 8", GOLDEYE 9", MOONEYE, 10",

SAUGER 11". CATFISH, etc.—May 16-Oct. 31,

15 per day. Daily bag limit, total all species, 15
fish per day.
Family Licenses— Family means 2 adulrs and 2

children under 16 years. Daily bag limit, family

license, double that of individual.

NEW BRUNSWICK No closed season. Apr. 1-Sept. 30,

20 per day or 10
lbs. with excep-
tions.

No closed season. Lake Trout, Apr.
1-Sept. 30.

See N. B. regulations for SALMON Fishing reg.

R—$1.00
NR—(Salmon) $15.00
NR (7 da.)—$5.00

Open season on SALMON, May 24-Sept. 30 with
numerous exceptions. Limit 30 SALMON in 1

week. Game Refuge fishing trout, May 15-Aug. 31.

N.W. TERRITORIES *

NR—$5.00 season or

$1.00 per day.

July 1-Nov. 30.

10". 5 per day.
(See Exceptions) May 16-Mar. 31,

15 per day of pike
and pickerel.

May 16-Mar. 31,

15 per day of pike
and pickerel.

Lake Trout, May
16-Sept. 15, 15",

10 per day.

TROUT: See N. W. Territories fishing regulations

for details.

NOVA SCOTIA No closed season.

30 per day or 20
lbs. in non-tidal
waters.

Tidal waters, 5.

Apr. 16-Sept. 14

20 per day or 10
lbs. (See Misc.).

L.L. Salmon, Apr.
16-Sept. 1-4, 15",

10 per day.

SALMON, Apr. 16-Aug. 31, 3-lbs., bag limit, 8 in

NR—$5.00. one day, 30 per week.
RAINBOW TROUT, July 1-Oct. 31; 3 pet day not
less than 12". Grey-Trout. Apr. 16-Sept. 14,

3 per day not less than 15". Consult Dept. of
Fisheries for complere regularions.
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ONTARIO*
R—None
NR (Indiv.)— $5.50.
NR (Fam. includ. hus.
wife, child, not over
21 yrs.)—$8.00.

July 1-Oct. 15,

except (a) R. St.

Clair, L. St. Clait,

Detroit R. and L.

Erie fronting all

Cos E. of but not
incl. Essex Co.,
June 25-Dec. 15;

(b) L. Erie, front-

ing Essex Co.,
July 10-May 24.
10". 6 per day.

Rainbow, June 1-

Sept. 15. 7", 5 per
day. Speckled,
Brown, Aurora, N.
Zone May 1-Sept.

15, S. Zone May 1-

Aug. 31. Btown,
Aurora, 7", 5 per
day. Speckled, 7",

20 fish or 10 lbs.

per day.

South Zone May
16-Dec. 31. North
Zone May 16-Apr.
14, except Rainy
R. and Kenora
Dists.,June 1- Apr.
14, 8 per day, no
size limit.

South Zone May
16-Mar. 31. North
Zone no close
season. 8 per day,
no size limit.

Lake Trout, S.

Zone Nov. 16-

Oct. 14; N. Zone,
no closed season
when taken by
angling, 5 per day,
no size limit.

MASKINONGE, Notth Zone, June 20-Oct. 15;
South Zone, July 1-Oct. 15, except R, St. Clair,

L. St. Clair, Detroit R. and L. Erie fronting all

Co's E. of but not incl. Essex Co., June 25-Dec.
15; and L. Erie, fronting Essex Co., July 10-May
24; 2 per day, no size limit.

Note—See Provincial regulations for information
on boundaries of North and South Zones, etc.

Caution: Consult Fisheries Dept., Totonto as
changes may be made in regulations.

PRINCE EDWARD Apr. 16-Sept. 15
6", 10 lbs. or 20
fish.

(See Misc.)

SALMON, May 24-Oct. 15. TROUT—O'Keefe's
ISLAND
R—None
NR—$2.00; 10 days—
$1.00.

Afton and Glenfinnan Lakes, July 1-Oct. 31. Rain-
bow, 10", 3 per day.

QUEBEC
NR—See reg.

June 16-Oct. 15
Except Ottawa R.
July 1-Oct. 15. 9",

15 ibs. plus 1 bass,

but not more than
10 per day.

Speckled, May 1-

Sept. 30. Rainbow,
June 1-Sept. 30.
7", 15 lbs., plus 1

ttout, but not more
than 40 per day.

May 16-Apr. 14. May 16-Apr. 14,
15".

Lake Trour, May
1-Sept. 30.

Maskinonge, July
1-Oct. 15, 2 per
day.

OUANANICHE, May 1-Sept. 30, 12", 15 lbs. plus
1 fish per day, never more than 10 per day.
SALMON, May 1-Aug. 31; Salmon or Grilse less

than 3 lbs. must be returned to water; consult Fish
tegulations.

SASKATCHEWAN Brown, Brook,
Loch Leven, May
16-Sept. 15
9", 15 per day.
Rainbow, June 16-

Oct. 31. 9". 15 pet
day.

May 16-Mar. 31,
10". 12 per day.

May 16-Mar. 31,
12", 12 per day.

Lake Trout, May
16-Sept. 15, 15",

10 pet day.

PERCH, GOLDEYES, May 16-Mar. 31. 20 per

R—$1.00 Trout $2.00
NR (2 da.)— $1.50
NR (1 wk.)—$3.00

day.
Family consists of 2 patents and 2 of their children
under 16 years.

NR (Seas.)—$5.00
NR— 1 mo. (fam.)

$5.00.
NR— (Seas, fam.)
$10.00.

i'UKON No restrictions to fishing with rod in the inland
waters of the territory.NR—See reg.

* Indicates that 1941 laws wete not completed at time of going to press. Latest available regulations are printed.
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A scale that must be kept in balance
The relationship between a manufacturer and his

customers is like a scale that must be kept at even balance.

The customer's requirements are the weights that tip the scale.

These requirements must be anticipated by the manufacturer if this

scale of manufacturer-customer relationship is to be kept in balance
at all times.

For twenty years, the Canadian Line Materials Limited has been
alert to its customer's needs. It has always and constantly is, seeking
ways to build better equipment, lower costs, and provide means
whereby public utility organizations can increase their service to

their customers.

This balancing of products to needs is the base upon which the

Canadian Line Materials Limited has built its business.

Its travel along the twenty-year road to its present position is

marked with milestones of improvement in many products, essential

to the utility industry.

Take for example the very definite contributions it made in the

design and manufacture of line construction materials and street

lighting equipment.

Then too, Canadian Line Material's original designs in primary
fuse cut-outs were a distinct departure from previous practice.

The C.L.M. Lightning Arrester is now recognized as a revolu-

tionary and outstanding design which has found a

high place in the minds of utility engineers.

r*
CLM
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.INE MATERIALS
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The scale of customer's requirements will be
kept in balance by further research and by main-
tained service on the part of the members of this

organization.

We say, and with all due modesty, that no
company can serveyou better. C.L.M. products will

continue to be made the way you want them made.

Canadian Line Materials Limited
TORONTO 13. Representatives from Coast to Coast CANADA

Copyright, 1941, by STEWART PUBLISHING CO., Kendal, Ont., Canada

For additional copies apply to STEWART PUBLISHING CO. Price 75c per copy
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